THE VIRTUAL AWAY DAY

POWERED BY TECH
FOR MAXIMUM ENGAGEMENT

We combine our interactive app with video conferencing software to bring you the latest in collaborative, virtual
team building.

OUR
REMOTE ACTIVITIES

The Daily Kick-off
Motivate and inspire your
teams to boost morale

The Team Quiz
The ultimate social
activity to replace that
trip to the pub

The Virtual Away Day
Build your teams,
encourage collaboration
and teamwork

Virtual Escape
Solve riddles and cryptic
clues to crack the code
and escape

Virtual Manor House
Solve the crime and
capture a killer before
time runs out

The Virtual Away Day
UP TO 75 MINS
Great for:
Combating loneliness

Keeping teams connected

Decision making under pressure
Collaboration

The aim of the game is simple … Score as many points as possible
before you run out of time! Working in remote teams, you will need
to decide upon the best answer to each question to win maximum
points. Playing from any location including home, participants will
use their own devices to answer questions and complete
challenges.
Team strategy is the key to winning this challenge; players must
communicate and work with the other remote players in order to
progress. All whilst racing against the ticking clock!

THE
BRIEFING

We’ll brief you as one large group

Then split you into smaller, more
manageable teams.

THE AIM OF
THE GAME
Starting on square one, teams must work together to complete
tasks using their own devices.
As teams work their way through the challenges, they’ll progress
to the next square. There’s a huge variety of content to keep
teams engaged and a live scoreboard will keep the momentum
going and allow participants to check progress,
The aim of the game is simple; complete as many challenges as
possible within the given time to score the highest points and be
crowned the winners!

A Typical Event In Action

SAMPLE QUESTIONS

Our Virtual Away Day is packed with great content to get teams
collaborating, having fun and being creative

Question to promote
discussion

Problem Solving
Questions

Audio questions that
require you to listen and
answer

Quick-ﬁre Trivia against
the clock

Photo Challenges to
encourage creativity

PHOTO
CHALLENGES

Interactive photo challenges will
pop-up throughout the challenge

Whereby you and your team will
need to collaborate to earn points!

THE
RESULTS

The results are announced

...and the best photos are shown to the group!

THINGS TO
CONSIDER
To make the most out of your remote experience, make sure you
have access to the following:
●
●
●

A good internet connection
A smartphone with the ‘Mobile Adventures’ app
downloaded (Android or iOS)
A laptop or device with sound and a camera in order to
join a video conference. Our platform of choice is Zoom*
which we set up for you using our account details. The
beneﬁts of Zoom is that is allows us to split your group
into smaller teams, each in its own breakout room,
allowing teams to collaborate. See why we use Zoom.

*We have some clients who do not allow the use of Zoom. That’s
ﬁne - just let us know as we have delivered these events in
Webex, Google Hangouts, BlueJeans and Microsoft Teams. It just
requires us to deliver the event in a slightly different way - watch
this.

PRICING
PRODUCT

COST

Virtual Away Day

£12 + VAT pp plus £250 + VAT
remote facilitation fee

Example prices
25 participants
50 participants
100 participants
150 participants
200 participants
250 participants
-

£550 + VAT
£850 + VAT
£1,700 + VAT
£2,550 + VAT
£3,400 + VAT
£4,250 + VAT

Smartphones and laptops not provided
Please note our remote facilitation fee is £250 + VAT per 50
people.
We are able to deliver events for more than 250 participants but
we would deliver it in a slightly different format. Please contact
us for further details.

CUSTOM-MADE
If you’re looking for something a little more bespoke just let us know.
Our remote activities can be tailored to suit any objective or brief.
Whether you’d like to brand our gamescreens with your company colours
or logo, include customised questions about your business, communicate
key messages or incorporate personalised photo and video challenges; no
task is too big!
Custom-Made Pricing
8 Customised Questions

£600 + VAT

Company Branding (logo,
colours)

£600 + VAT

“We loved the activity - thank you so much for
sharing the experience with us!! It was so well
thought out and gave opportunities for engagement
with all members of the team. It deﬁnitely helped to
bring us closer together as a team during this difﬁcult
time and offered the perfect balance of social
interaction alongside the team building elements. Our
host, Paul, was really professional and the team
found his presentation clear and engaging as well as
enjoying his support and encouragement throughout
the activity.”
-MGN Events

